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to collect. The whole-hearted collection of basic works whose dates [Catalogue]
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gotten by history, rather than the works of the we)l-known greats. The French Drawings in the collection of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts:
The collector also enthusiastically pursued works from the end of Emmanuelle Brugerolles
                                                         A Collection an Exhibition: Nathalie Couralthe 17th century to the beginning of the 18th CentUry, One Of the catalogue: N'atalie coural et al.
most frequently ignored periods of French art hiStOry･ Le Brun and the quarrel for color: Yoshiki Ono
   The Polakovits Collection, which totals some 3,OOO works, was Restoration and Research on the Drawings of the Collection: Jer6me
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bition of the collection was based on the Paris exhibition organized 18th century French Drawings: Marianne Roland Michel
by Natalie Coural and a team of art historians from both in and out Catalogue: C6cile Allegret et al
of France. The most important 117 works were then selected by :96/tdOurciRloRlirfi it80xnPiAekiYAartTakahaShi
Emmanuelle Brugerolles (curator, L'Ecole des BeauX-ArtS, PariS) and * The Japanese language catalogue was based on the French language
Akiya Takahashi for exhibition in Tokyo. catalogue that accompanied the exhibition in Paris.
   ynlike the Japanese tradition where an. `IUnderdr.alrYing" WaS Transportation and Installation: Nippon Express
nothmg more than apreparatory work of the fmished pamtmg, EUrO- Display: Tokyo studio
peans have long valued drawings in their own right, and have been
inclined to expend great efforts in the actual collection, preserva-
tion and research of drawings. Thus this exhibition also provided
an excellent opportunity to understand how this tradition continues
in contemporary Europe. The exhibition offered a special opportu-
nity for Japanese audiences to come into contact with works by
French artists who are rarely introduced in this country. The cata-
logue, with its biographies of artists and catalogue entries prepared
by an international array of 44 specialists, represents an important
addition to the still limited literature on this topic in Japan.
                                     (Akiya Takahashi)
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